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Abstract
This arXiv article describes the fluid dynamics video on ‘Gravity-
driven thin-film flow with negatively buoyant particles’, presented at
the 64th Annual Meeting of the APS Division of Fluid Dynamics in
Baltimore, MD in November 2011. The video shows three different
experiments where a thin film of silicone oil laden with particles, is
allowed to flow down an incline under the action of gravity. The videos
were recorded at the UCLA Applied Math Laboratory.
1 Video technical details
The video (Entry # V011, APS 64th Annual DFD Meeting 2011) demon-
strates the patterns exhibited by gravity-driven, particle-laden thin films
flowing down a solid substrate. The results from three experiments are
shown in the video. A finite volume of fluid mixed with particles is allowed
to flow down the solid plane; visualization is achieved from the front view
and the videos have been recorded with a digital SLR camera (Canon EOS
Rebel T2i). The substrate angle of inclination is fixed at θ = 35o while the
dimensionless particle concentration, φ (scaled on a characteristic concentra-
tion associated with maximum packing) increases from left (blue particles,
φ = 0.25) to middle (red particles, φ = 0.35) to right (yellow particles,
φ = 0.50). The runtime associated with the individual videos has been
fast-forwarded in order to demonstrate concurrently the onset of flow insta-
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bilities as well as the development of fingering patterns. From left to right,
the runtime speed has been increased by 2, 4 and 20 times, respectively.
The choice of parameters allows the presentation of three, distinct regimes.
In this video, we attribute solely the difference in interfacial characteristics
between the three regimes, to variations in particle concentration. For small
concentrations (left video, blue particles), the particles settle rapidly allow-
ing the clear fluid to flow over them which results in fingering. For relatively
large concentrations (right video, yellow particles), the particles aggregate
at the contact line, forming a particle-rich ridge which appears to suppress
the fingering. For intermediate concentrations (middle video, red particles),
we observe a well-mixed regime characterized by finger formation.
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